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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall introduce some definitions used in this article and formulate a vector 
optimization problem together with its Mond-Weir dual. 
The real n-dimensional vector space will be denoted by   and we will use the 
following conventions for any two vectors   : 
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Throughout this paper we will denote to a real Banach space by  X , the 
topological dual of  X  by  , and the value of a function  X
∗ ξ  in  X
∗ at d by  ,d ξ . 
We will consider this function for the definitions that follow: 
: X ϕ → R  
Definition 1.1 (Clarke [1]) The function ϕ  is locally Lipschitz if for any  x X ∈  there 
exist a neighborhood   of x and a constant   such that for any  () Nx 0 x K > () , y zN x ∈  
we have 
() () . x y zK y z ϕϕ −≤ −  
Definition 1.2 (Clarke [1]) The generalized directional derivative of a local Lipschitz 
function ϕ  at x in the direction d is denoted by 
0
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Definition 1.3 The Clarke generalized subgradient of a locally Lipschitz function ϕ  at x 
is denoted by 
{} () | (;) , , .
co x Xx dd d X ϕξ ϕ ξ
∗ ∂= ∈ ≥ ∀ ∈  
Definition 1.4 (see also Giorgi and Guerraggio [2]) Let us consider: 
:, , : XX X d XX . η ρ + × →∈ × → RR  
We say that: 
ϕ is (, ) η ρ -pseudoinvex if for  ,, x yX ∀ ∈   
(;(,) ) (,) () () ,
o x yx dyx y x ϕη ρ ϕ ϕ ≥⇒ ≥  
or, equivalently, for  ,, (
c ) , x yX x ξϕ ∀∈∀ ∈ ∂  
() () ,(,) (,) . y xy x d ϕϕ ξ η ρ <⇒ < y x  
ϕ  is (, ) η ρ -quasiinvex if for  ,, x yX ∀ ∈   
() () (;(,) ) (,)
o y xx y x d ϕϕ ϕ η ρ ≤⇒ ≤ y x
) ,
 
or, equivalently, for  ,, (
c x yX x ξϕ ∀∈∀ ∈ ∂  
() () ,(,) (,) y xy x d ϕϕ ξ η ρ ≤⇒ ≤ y x  
ϕ  is strictly (, ) η ρ -pseudoinvex if for  ,, x yX ∀ ∈  with  , x y ≠  
(;(,) ) (,) () () ,
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or, equivalently, for  ,, x yX ∀∈ with  , x y ≠  and  ( ),
c x ξϕ ∀∈ ∂   
() () ,(,) (,) . y xy x d ϕϕ ξ η ρ ≤⇒ < y x  
For the rest of our presentation we will consider the following locally Lipschitz 
functions: 
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{}
: , 1,..., ,
: , 1,..., .
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We can define the vector optimization problem (VP):  
12 min ( ) : ( ( ), ( ),..., ( )), p f xf x f x f x =  (VP) 
{ } subject to:   ( ) 0, 1,..., , j g xjm ≤∈  
and its Mond-Weir vector dual problem (VD):  
max ( ), f v  VD) 
11
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p m
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f vg μλ
==
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{ ( ) 0, 1,..., , jj } g vjm λ ≥∈  (0.2) 
11 ( ,..., , ,..., ) 0. pm μ μλ λ ≥  (0.3) 
Definition 1.5 A (VP)-feasible point  x X ∈  is said to be a weakly efficient solution for 
(VP) if there doesn’t exist any other (VP)-feasible point  yX ∈  such that () () f yf x < . 
In a similar manner, a weakly efficient solution for (VD) is defined.  
 
2. DUALITY THEOREMS 
In this section we will establish the weak and the strong duality relations 
between the problems (VP) and (VD). Usually, see references [3-5, 7], the dual problem 
is formulated by using the Kuhn-Tucker type necessary optimality conditions: 
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Since the equality conditions  () 0 , jj gv λ =  and  1 ( ,..., ) 0 p μ μ ≥  are not 
present in the statement of the problem (VD), we do not require any constraint V. Preda, M. Beldiman, A.Bătătorescu / On Duality for Nonsmooth Lipschitz  44 
qualification for our duality results by using Fritz-John type necessary optimality 
conditions and (strict) pseudoinvexity assumptions on the functions. 
Theorem 2.1 (Weak Duality) Suppose that the functions  i f  are (, ) i η ρ -pseudoinvex, 
 and  { 1,..., , i ∈ } p j g  are strictly (, ) j η ρ′ -pseudoinvex,  { } 1,..., . j m ∈  Then, for any 
feasible solution x of (VP) and any feasible solution (, , ) v μ λ  of (VD), such that 
11
0,
p m
ii j j
ij
μρ λρ
==
′ ∑+ ∑ ≤  we have  () () , fx fv < /  where  1 ( ,..., )
p
p μμ μ = R ∈  and 
  1 ( ,..., ) .
m
m λλ λ =∈ R
Proof: Let us suppose that, on the contrary, there exists a (VP)-feasible solution x and a 
(VD)-feasible solution (, , ) v μ λ  such that  
{ } ( ) ( ), for all  1,..., . ii f xf v i p <∈  (0.4) 
We will prove that the strict inequalities (0.4) contradict the inclusion (0.1). Since 
the functions  i f  are (, ) i η ρ -pseudoinvex, we have for any  () ,
c
ii f v ξ ∈∂     {} 1,..., , ip ∈
,(,) (,) . ii x vd x ξη ρ < v  (0.5) 
We shall consider these two cases: 
Case 1:  0. λ =  From (0.3) and (0.5) we get 
11
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c
ii f v ξ ∈∂  This contradicts the inclusion (0.1). 
Case 2:  0. λ ≠  Let  { } { 1,..., | 0 . j Mj m λ =∈ > }  From (0.2) we have 
( ) 0, for all  . j g vj ≥∈ M  
Since  () 0 , j gx ≤  it follows 
() () , f o r  a l l   . jj g xg v j M ≤ ∈  
Relation (0.4) implies  , x v ≠  and from the strict (, ) j η ρ′ -pseudoinvexity of  j g  
we have 
,(,) (,) jj x vd x ξη ρ ′ < v  
for all   and any  jM ∈ () .
c
jj g v ξ ∈∂  Since  0 j λ =  for all  , jM ∉  we have 
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On the other hand, the inequality (0.5) implies that 
11
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for any  () .
c
ii f v ξ ∈∂  Combining inequalities (0.6) and (0.7), we obtain 
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c
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Theorem 2.2 (Strong Duality) Let  x  be a weakly efficient solution for (VP). Then, there 
exist 
p μ ∈R  and 
m λ ∈R  such that (,, ) x μ λ  is a feasible solution for (VD) and the 
objective values of problems (VP) and (VD) are equal. Moreover, if all functions  i f  are 
(, ) i ηρ -pseudoinvex,  j g  are strictly (, ) j η ρ′ -pseudoinvex and 
11
0
p m
ii j j
ij
μρ λρ
==
′ ∑ +∑ ≤ , then 
(,, ) x μ λ  is a weakly efficient solution for (VD). 
Proof: Let  x  be a weakly efficient solution for (VP) and let us define 
[ ]
1 () m a x () (). ii ip h x fx fx
≤≤ =−  
Following the Minami’s approach [6], we can easily check that x  is an optimal 
solution of the following scalar optimization problem: 
{} min ( ) |subject to  ( ) 0 . hx gx≤  
From Theorem 6.1.1 in [1] we get that there exist  μ
∗ ∈R  and   such 
that 
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By Proposition 2.3.12 in [1] we obtain 
{ } {}
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Thus, there exist 
p μ ∈R  and 
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i.e.,  (,, ) x μ λ  is a feasible solution for (VD) and clearly the values of the 
objective function of (VP) and (VD) are equal. 
If the functions   are  i f (, ) i ηρ -pseudoinvex and  j g  are strictly (, ) j η ρ′ -
pseudoinvex, then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that  () () fx fv < /  for any (VD)-feasible 
solution  (, , ) , v μ λ  in particular this is true for (,, ) , x μ λ  that means that (,, ) x μ λ  is a 
weakly efficient solution of (VD). 
 
Example 2.1 Let us consider the following functions: 
22
12 () , () , () 1 , fx xfx xg x x = == −  
where   These functions are obviously locally Lipschitz and  . x∈R
{} { } { } 12 () 1, () 2 , () 2 .
cc c f xf x x g x ∂= ∂= ∂ = x
}
 
We consider the vector optimization problem 
{ 12 min ( ( ), ( )) | f xfx xP ∈  (VP1) 
where  
{} [ ] |( )0 1 , 1 , Px g x =∈ ≤= − R  
and its Mond-Weir dual problem 
{ 12 1 2 max ( ( ), ( )) | ( , , , ) } f vfv v D μμλ∈  (VD1) 
where  
12
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If we take  (,) x yx y η =− and  0, ρ =  then   are  12 , ff (, ) η ρ -pseudoinvex and  g  
is strictly (, ) η ρ -pseudoinvex. Let us denote 
{}
3
12 12 | ( ,, ) ,  s . t .  ( ,,, ) (, 0 ] . Vv v D μμλ μμλ =∈ ∃ ∈ ∈ = − ∞ RR  
It is easy to verify that for any  x P ∈  and any  12 (, , , ) vD μ μλ ∈  we have 
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or, equivalently, for any  [ ] 1,1 x∈−  and any  , vV ∈  we have 
2 (, ) (, )
2 x xv v < /  (0.8) 
which means weak duality between (VP1) and (VD1). 
Moreover,  [ ] 1, 0 −  is the solution of all weakly efficient solution of (VP1). Since 
for any  [ ] 1, 0 v ∈− ⊂ V  there exists   such that   it 
follows from (0.8) that 
3
12 (,,) ,
vvv μμλ∈R 12 (, , , ) ,
vvv vD μμλ∈
12 ( ,,,)
vvv v μ μλ is a weakly efficient solution of (VD1). Thus, 
strong duality holds between (VP1) and (VD1). 
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